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It is a very hot day. Bilal visited his grandmother in the countryside .she has a lemon tree. Some of the 
 lemons are big and yellow. Bilal asked his grandmother to prepare a lemon cake. He asked her about 
 the recipe. She said” we can’t make a lemon cake because we don’t have all the ingredients. We have 
 lemons and sugar but we don’t have eggs. «Let’s make lemonade». «Great we need lemon, sugar 
 and water». First, pick the big yellow lemons. Next, cut them. Then squeeze it. After that, add water. 
 Finally, add the sugar. It’s easy to make and we have all the ingredients. They prepared the juice and  
they sat in the garden and drank it  
                                           Adapted from www.eslprintables.com 

Questions part one : section one reading comprehension  
Activity one: read the following sentences and say true false or not mentioned  
Sentences  true false Not mentioned 
The grandmother has an apple tree     
They prepared the lemon cake    
Bilal’s father is a doctor    
Activity two : read and answer the following questions 
What do we need to make lemonade? 
Does the grandmother have all the ingredients of the lemon cake? 
Activity three: find in the text words that are synonyms and opposite of  
            Make=…………                                                       lemon juice =…. 
             Big=/=………………….                                         Cold=/=……….. 
Section two mastery of language  
Activity one: complete with ( how much and how many) and match the pairs 

questions Answers 
…………………. Juice is there? 
…………………..eggs do we have? 
…………………...is the blue shirt? 

It is 100DA 
There are two glasses 

Only one 
Activity two reorder the following words to get coherent sentences 

1- Milk / pour /mixture/ to/the 
2- Need/ do you/ how many/ eggs 
3- Any/flour/ is/ ?/there 

Activity three: classify the following words in the table: (lemon- water- eggs- spoons) 
How much (rice) How many (tomatoes) 

………………………………….. 
…………………………………. 

……………………………………. 
…………………………………….. 

Part two: integrated situation 
You went home, but there was no lunch because your mother was ill, so you asked her to tell you how to 
make tomato sandwich. Write a recipe your mother gave to you. Use ( first, then, next, after that, finally) 
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